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QR codes have been around since they were first invented 
by a Japanese company Denso Wave (a branch of the Toyota 
company). The were first invented as a way of tracking vehicles 
and parts during the manufacturing process. Since then they 
have slowly made their way in to mainstream use and can be 
found on many items from packaging to websites and more. 
They are used by marketing companies to direct you to find out 
further information about a product or by tourism companies 
to provide helpful information about a location you might be 
visiting.  Now in 2020 they are used by businesses around the 
world to help in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic by 
assisting businesses to collect information about the people that 
are visiting their premises and to provide contact tracing details 
to the relevant local authorities.

QR codes are essentially a pattern that represents a unique 
binary code that can be read by the mobile device to reveal the 
data that is stored by the code. So does the QR code actually 
‘store’ data? Yes, but not in the same way your laptop stores 
complex data.  Some QR codes might be used to store a link  
to a website, others are used to store your own unique ID  
(in order to verify online accounts etc) some can be used to send 
and receive payment information. For example, your bank might 
provide you with your own unique QR code which would act as a 
link to your login.

Essentially, the QR code  
must be coded to store  
this data or to link to  
the URL or website.

Introduction What is a QR code?

RapidGo - QR Code Video
RapidGo - Get Started

https://try.rapidglobal.com/rapidgo-watchthevideo/
https://try.rapidglobal.com/getstarted/
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To scan a QR code:

Point your phone camera at the QR code.

Keep the device steady for 1-2 seconds.

Your smart phone will automatically focuses on the image and translate the 
information encrypted in the QR code.  

If you don’t have a smartphone you will need to either use a QR code reader 
app to scan the code. Software such as RapidGo also offers a webpage to 
use to scan the QR code. Open up a browser window on your phone (such as 
Safari or Chrome) and type Go.Rapidglobal.com  to get started. A camera will 
automatically open on the browser and you can now use your phone to read 
the QR code.

How do I scan a QR code?
QR code use is on the rise and even more so in 2020 since the 
pandemic. Various sources  estimate that over an estimated 
11 million households will scan a QR code in 2020 – this is a big 
increase from the estimated 9.76 million scans in 2018.  This 
increase can be attributed to the sharp increase in smartphone 
usage as well as the increase in high speed internet. Many new 
smartphones have built in QR code scanners. Scanning a QR 
code is as easy as opening your camera and pointing the phone 
at the QR code. Today you can commonly see QR codes in many 
places every day on items such as food packaging or on your 
postal items to track their progress as they are couriered to your 
home or business.  

Why are QR codes  
increasingly popular?

RapidGo - QR Code Video
RapidGo - Get Started

http://Go.Rapidglobal.com
https://try.rapidglobal.com/rapidgo-watchthevideo/
https://try.rapidglobal.com/getstarted/
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Why are QR codes being used to track and trace visitors during the pandemic?

QR codes are an easy way to enable people to sign in and sign out of a location 
and collect their basic contact details at the same time.

Why are QR codes being used  
to track and trace visitors during  
the pandemic?

Time! Imagine having to queue up at the entrance of your 
favourite restaurant while every person in line physically writes 
down their contact information using paper and pen.  It would be 
a long and slow process for sure! If your staff are busy it is easy 
for visitors and customers to slip by without having signed in.

Hygiene! Using paper and pen and a sign in book is not hygienic 
as there are way too many touch points that could cause a cross 
infection of the virus. During a health emergency such as a 
pandemic this is just not safe.

Contact tracing! Using a QR code electronic system such as 
RapidGo to collect visitor information means that there is an 
electronic record that can be easily and accurately provided to 
the relevant local government authorities. This information has 
become a vital part of the fight against community transmission of 
the COVID-19 virus. People who have been infected with the virus 
are able to be interviewed by authorities to discover where they 
might have travelled and places they might have visited whilst 
contagious. The data retrieved from systems such as RapidGo 
enables authorities to then identify any other people (potential 
“second generation” infections) that visited those locations at 
the same time thereby stopping the virus from potentially being 
transmitted again to another “third generation” of the population.

Why not use paper and pen the 
old fashioned way?
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https://try.rapidglobal.com/rapidgo-watchthevideo/
https://try.rapidglobal.com/getstarted/
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When using a system such as RapidGo for QR code check in at a location you 
will be asked to provide your basic contact information only. Only the business 
you are visiting will receive this data. The business is then able to provide the 
data to the local authorities if requested.

You may see an evacuation map or other information that the business 
selects to display. In addition to this you may be asked to answer some COVID 
safety questions to determine if you have come into contact with the virus 
recently (such as “Have you travelled overseas in the last 14 days?). The host 
business will receive a notification that you have just signed in. You should 
remember to sign out again when you leave. If you forget to sign out you will 
be automatically signed out at the end of a specified time period.

Your details will be faster to collect the next time you use RapidGo as the 
system will auto populate for faster sign in experience.

The business collecting the data is not permitted to use your data  
for marketing purposes unless you provide your express permission.  
When using a compliant system such as RapidGo your personal data  
is protected by privacy laws.

https://scanova.io/blog/qr-code-statistics/

What else should I know about 
the QR code sign in process?
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To discover the power of RapidGo 
for visitor check in please visit: 

Rapidglobal.com/products/rapidgo

RapidGo - QR Code Video
RapidGo - Get Started

https://scanova.io/blog/qr-code-statistics/
https://www.rapidglobal.com/products/rapidgo/
https://try.rapidglobal.com/rapidgo-watchthevideo/
https://try.rapidglobal.com/getstarted/
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